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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Informed by ethnographic work with transgender individuals and
communities in the Midwest and San Francisco, this article
explores the relationship between technology and transgender
identity. It examines the possibilities for self-recognition that
transgender audiences had before the era of the internet. Then,
through a case study of a transgender person, it engages in a
close analysis of what it means to transition gender in online
environments. Drawing from Heidegger’s (1962. Being and time.
New York: Harper Perennial) phenomenology of technology, I
argue that technology has become increasingly “ready-to-hand”—
available, participatory, and taken-for-granted—for transgender
individuals. In particular, the internet has created virtual
“counterpublics” (Warner, 2002. Publics and counterpublics.
Brooklyn: Zone Books) that furnish feelings of belonging and
ideological afﬁliation, as well as “care structures” (Scannell, 2014.
Television and the meaning of live: An enquiry into the human
situation. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press), architectures of organized
care and concern, that facilitate transgender identity work and
everyday survival. For transgender individuals, who live in a world
created without them in mind, the affordances of online
counterpublics and care structures help them manage the trials
and complexities of everyday life. At the same time, contemporary
digital media environments introduce new risks and liabilities for
transgender individuals.
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When Jen began her male-to-female gender transition at age 16, she had, as she explains,
“some major catching up to do.” Like many transgender people, Jen’s childhood was circumscribed within the strict cultural expectations of her assigned sex, which was male. She
recalls,
My mom was totally supportive on whatever gender I wanted to be growing up. My dad did
for a little bit, but he did a big ﬂip-ﬂop when I was about 8 years old. He took all my toys and
outﬁts he considered feminine and threw it out. He said, “It’s not cute anymore” and my
mom was hands-off and didn’t stop him. I had all these Barbies and a dollhouse and then
all of a sudden I have this GI Joe and a machine gun.
CONTACT André Cavalcante

amc7jc@virginia.edu
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From that point on, Jen was socialized as a boy. So when she decided to transition gender
in her teen years, routine decisions such as what ﬁnger to wear a ring on, and major life
decisions regarding hormone therapy and how to present as female in public, required
deep thought and research. As a result, she turned to digital media and online platforms
to cultivate a new identity and to imagine and create an everyday life consistent with her
desires. Through visiting transgender themed websites, participating in online forums, and
watching YouTube videos of young people narrating their gender transition, she began her
own. She also started a website design company to pay for hormone therapy and surgery.
Summing up her gender transition and the progress she has made in her young adult life,
Jen concludes, “I did it all online.”
Jen is a 21 year old, white, transgender woman who was born, raised, and currently
lives in the suburbs of the American Midwest. She is a participant in my research
project on transgender individuals’ experiences with media, and we met while I was
conducting ﬁeldwork. Every time I listen to the voice recording of our interview, I
am struck by her statement: “I did it all online.” Surprisingly, the tone and spirit of
her declaration is matter-of-fact, as if she began the statement with “of course”: “of
course I did it all online.” This taken-for-grantedness becomes even more apparent
when compared to the animated ways Jen talks about her gender transition. She
expresses feeling lucky for having been able to transition in her teenage years and
relishes in the achievement. Yet, her ability to accomplish this “all online” does not
receive the same sense of wonder and enthusiasm.
In this article, I argue that Jen’s ability to transition gender as a teenager and, even
more, to do it “all online” is a recent historical development facilitated by communications
technologies and dynamic shifts in the media and information environment. In analyzing
Jen’s transition as a historically speciﬁc practice, I ﬁrst examine the media environment
accessible to her predecessors who came of age in a time before the internet. Drawing
from Heidegger’s (1962) phenomenology of technology, I argue that what sets Jen’s
media environment apart from her predecessors is the way technology has become
increasingly “ready-to-hand”—available, participatory, and taken-for-granted—for transgender individuals. Then, turning to Jen’s experiences, I explore the ways she privately
ventured online as a young person to investigate, experiment with, and craft a transgender
identity.
The most important online resource throughout her transition was a transgender
themed website called Susan’s Place. In this article, I theorize Susan’s Place as a virtual
“counterpublic” (Warner, 2002), a discursive space that caters to the transgender community and furnishes feelings of belonging and ideological afﬁliation. I also argue that the
website operates as a “care structure” (Scannell, 2014, p. 17) for transgender people.
Care structures are architectures of organized care and concern, created and maintained
by collective and cumulative practices of human thought, effort, and creativity. For transgender individuals who live in a world created without them in mind, online counterpublics and care structures help them manage the trials and complexities of everyday life.
However, building a life online begets various challenges. For Jen, this included the task
of virtual identity management, as she carefully tried to control (sometimes successfully,
sometimes not) the extent to which her transgender identity was made public. In this vein,
I conclude my article by brieﬂy acknowledging some of the drawbacks and challenges of
“doing it all online” for transgender people.
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As an ethnographic audience study, this article interrogates the “nexus between a
medium and its audience” (Coleman, 2000, p. 12). It explores how transgender individuals
as audiences and as media users interact with and integrate media into their everyday
worlds. In doing so, it adopts a “life story” (Atkinson, 1998) approach, where participants
articulate their lives within a narrative structure. While this article primarily focuses on
Jen’s experiences, it is informed by my larger research project about transgender individuals and their everyday media use (Cavalcante, 2013). Over a period of three and a half
years, I conducted ethnographic research with transgender individuals and communities
in the Midwest and San Francisco. I performed 35 in-depth interviews and observed
weekly meetings of a transgender support and discussion group held at a Midwestern
LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) community center. I developed themes
and analyzed data using the “constant comparative method,” a process of coding and analyzing qualitative data, and then “constantly redesigning and reintegrating” theoretical
notions as new material is reviewed (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 101).
My study brings together and contributes to both media and queer studies. While there
has been considerable scholarly interest in queer and transgender depictions in popular
culture, there has been less work devoted to understanding how queer and transgender
audiences engage with these portrayals. The limited research on transgender audiences
largely examines the relationship between media and transgender identity formation
(Gagne & Tewksbury, 1999; Gray, 2009; Hegland & Nelson, 2002; Hill, 2005; Ringo,
2002), and the political mobilization of transgender communities online (Shapiro, 2004).
While I engage with these considerations, I ultimately move beyond them. The aim of
this article, and that of my larger research project, is to understand the role of media and
technology in everyday life. I am interested in creating a theoretical framework for thinking through quieter, less heroic, and less politically charged forms of media use, those that
often go overlooked by researchers. As a result, I dive deep into the lived experiences of the
participants in my study in order to draw out the smaller challenges, triumphs, and contradictions of being transgender and living a “media life,” a life lived “in” media and one
made possible through the “interdependency of humanity and technology” (Deuze, 2012,
p. xii).

A time before “doing it all online”
Before the internet era, transgender individuals were largely oriented towards media
through a phenomenology of “reception.” They were “readers” and “viewers” of media
engaged in the consumption and interpretation of content, or what Livingstone (2003)
calls “the reception of media-as-texts” (p. 24, original emphasis). Transgender audiences
consumed media forms such as ﬁlm and magazines that offered less active modes of
engagement and were distributed via a single technological platform. The quantity of
popular transgender representation was scant and the nature of it was generally disparaging. Serious information about transgender life was only available in niche media on the
margins of society. Nevertheless, transgender individuals worked within these narrow
conﬁnes “poaching” (Jenkins, 2004) whatever they could ﬁnd and “queering” (Doty,
1993) texts not intended for them. Their experiences coming of age in the mid-to-latter
part of 20th century historically contextualize Jen’s encounters with media and technology, and reveal what it was like to live in a time before “doing it all online” was possible.1
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For Amber, a participant in my study who transitioned gender in the Midwest during
the early 1980s, the only transgender media available to her was a newsletter circulated by
the local cross-dressing organization. Concealed in a brown wrapper, the publication was
conﬁdentially mailed to her home. She remembers anxiously awaiting its arrival, “I would
get so excited when it was delivered. I kept all of them and read them all the time … but it
was wrapped in brown paper and it kinda felt like you were doing something wrong.” In
addition to the newsletter, the cross-dressing group held monthly meetings at a hotel.
Hotel management provided a guestroom for members to change outﬁts and transform
their appearances. Even though Amber felt more like a transsexual (desiring to be a
woman full time and undergo sexual reassignment surgery) than a cross-dresser
(someone who wears women’s clothes part time), she embraced the organization’s meetings and newsletter since they were the only connection she had to transgender community and visibility.
Locally produced newsletters, pamphlets, and magazines were some of the ﬁrst media
to hail and speak directly to gender variant individuals and communities. Starting in the
1950s with Transvestia: the journal of the american society for equality in dress, a periodical
geared toward heterosexual cross-dressers, these texts emerged as key venues for transgender narratives and imagery (Ekins & King, 2005; Stryker, 2008). Some, like Transvestia,
were published by advocacy organizations. Others such as Female Mimics and Drag,
which emerged in the 1960s and targeted female impersonators, were published by commercial entities specializing in fetish culture. These texts were largely circulated on the
margins of society and had small readerships. Some were sold via subscription, while
others could only be found in adult bookstores (Bob, 2012). As some of the only sites
to address gender variance, these publications were incredibly meaningful to readers—
as letters to the editor reveal. A 1969 issue of Female Impersonators magazine, for
example, features a letter from a reader requesting that the “letters to the editor”
section “be extended to ﬁve or six pages. You must know how keen we TVs [transvestites]
are to see ourselves all dressed up … This is my favorite feature.” Another letter from the
same issue urges the magazine to create a “pen pal” section that would enable readers to
“hear from each other and learn what was going on in each others’ towns.” Even though
these magazines offered welcomed visibility, readers clearly desired more. They wanted
magazines to facilitate interpersonal connection and communication with like-minded
others, something they lacked in their day-to-day lives.
For those who did not have access to the niche products of transgender print culture,
popular ﬁlm offered a shred of visibility. For Becca, a transgender woman from the
Midwest in her late 40s, the ﬁlm Tootsie (1982), about a male actor who cross-dresses
to win a role on a TV show, was a valuable resource. She explains, “Tootsie was a big
deal. I watched Tootsie as often as I could. But I always wanted to keep it in secret. You
didn’t want to show too much interest in front of other people, in case they caught on
that my interest was more than that.” Becca profoundly enjoyed the experience of repeatedly watching Tootsie, but concedes, “Even though I loved it, you still knew it was just a
straight guy in a dress.”
The “guy in a dress” ﬁgure has been a common convention in popular ﬁlm throughout
the 20th century (and into the current one). Cross-dressing comedies such as Tootsie
portray what Garber (1993) calls a “progress narrative”—a story where cross-dressing is
pragmatically employed to achieve an end result such as a job. Some Like it Hot (1959),
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Tootsie (1982), Victor/Victoria (1982) Mrs. Doubtﬁre (1993), and The Birdcage (1996), for
instance, all present characters that cross-dress for practical purposes. While these ﬁlms
show the malleability of gender roles, they fail to leave room for cross-dressing as a legitimate expression of identity and do not seriously address transgender life and subjectivity.
In addition to popular ﬁlm, television has also offered ﬂashes of transgender visibility,
and people such as Donna, a 70 year old retired high school teacher and transgender
woman, were hungry for it. Throughout her adult life, Donna searched for transgender
themed media without much luck. She remembers,
When I was working at the Catholic school, there used to be a little dirty store way down the
road. It was where all the judges and lawyers went, you know, the backrooms. Everybody
knew about this place. It’s where everybody went to buy newspapers and tobacco and
stuff. Anyways, I helped to run the store for almost 10 years. So if there was any information
available [on transgender], I would have had it. It just wasn’t there.

So when Donna purchased a VCR in the mid-1980s, she used it to record every transgender themed TV show she could ﬁnd:
Most of what I saw was on television. Although it was not much … I always used to record
television programs that covered the topic. But so much of it was that talk show stuff. It was
totally outrageous and not really, you know, for me.

Nevertheless, like Amber and Becca, Donna watched her TV talk shows repeatedly, doing
her best to extract something useful from them and ignore their outrageousness.
Since the 1980s, daytime television talk shows have been one of the most visible and
durable platforms for transgender visibility (Gamson, 1998). On the one hand, these
shows routinely featured transgender guests as spectacles and “freaks,” as incompatible
with an orderly and rational public sphere. On the other hand, they have provided a
face to gender variance and have offered a platform for transgender individuals to “talk
back” and afﬁrm their identities in front of a national audience (Gamson, 1998).
Indeed, Donna’s comments speak to this dual nature–for even as she looks to talk
shows for self-recognition she must simultaneously resist the outrageousness of the genre.
As their experiences indicate, Amber, Donna, and Becca lived in a pre-internet age
where transgender media moments were unique and special. They were wrapped in
brown paper, recorded from television on VHS tapes, and saved in secret places.
Coming of age in the early 21st century, Jen’s media life is similar to her predecessors’
in signiﬁcant ways. Like them, she struggles to ﬁnd community and relies on niche
media to attain it. She has to be secretive with her media use and is often frustrated by
the limits and affordances of the technologies in her media environment.
However, unlike her predecessors, Jen came of age after the internet revolution of the
1990s. According to the participants in my study, this was the most signiﬁcant technological transformation for transgender individuals and communities to date. As personal computers with internet access became progressively embedded in the everyday, transgender
individuals’ phenomenological orientation to media shifted. They moved from media
audiences engaged in reception to technology users engaged in practices. Jen’s experiences
with media and technology reﬂect how “audiences—as users—are increasingly active
(i.e. selective, self-directed, producers as well as consumers of texts) and therefore
plural (i.e. multiple, diverse, fragmented)” (Livingstone, 2003, pp. 27–28). This is the
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case because Jen lives in a world of communications technologies that are increasingly
“ready-to-hand” [Zuhanden] (Heidegger, 1962, p. 98): available, useful, taken-forgranted, and explicitly made to address the circumstances of living as a transgender
person. They offer the exact kinds of interactivity that the readers of Female Impersonators
desired in their letters.
According to Heidegger (1962), we experience the everyday tools, materials, and symbolic equipment of our world as either “present-to-hand” or “ready-to-hand.” As readyto-hand, tools are encountered as pragmatically useful, “manipulable in the broadest
sense and at our disposal” (p. 98). They submit themselves in service of our intentions.
As a result, the focus of our interactions with them is the work we do with them, not
the physicality or the potentiality of the tools themselves. For example, Jen appreciates
access to hundreds of transgender themed websites, online forums, and chat rooms in
seconds. She can watch YouTube videos of transgender individuals talking about their
transitions and daily lives, as she says, “on a day by day basis.” When she wants to
learn about something related to gender variance, she notes, “I can just go online.” By contrast, tools can also be “un-ready to hand,” in that they are absent, un-useable, broken, or
inadequate. This is generally the way Jen’s predecessors experienced their media environments. Heidegger (1962) refers to this state as “present-to-hand” wherein tools are deﬁned
by their presence and conspicuousness as tools, and by their insufﬁciency, limitations, and
un-usability. For example, when a technology goes missing, breaks down, or does not
perform the way we wish, it becomes immediately recognizable as present-to-hand. In
everyday life, however, technologies are not always entirely one or the other, for they
can be varying degrees of each. Moreover, as time and circumstances change, tools that
are present-to-hand can become ready-to-hand, and vice versa.
In what follows, I track Jen’s relationship with technology throughout the various stages
of her life. I examine the triumphs and challenges that occur when media and technologies
of communication are increasingly ready-to-hand, the ways they facilitate new avenues for
identity exploration, necessitate new tasks of identity management, and offer assistance in
the administration of everyday life.

Growing up with the internet “ready-to-hand”
When Jen was eight years old, her father decided that her gender nonconforming behaviors such as playing with dolls, putting on make-up, and dressing in her mother’s
clothes, were no longer acceptable. So he set out to masculinize her. She recalls,
He signed me up for Boy Scouts and tried to break me. You can see how well it worked out!
[Laughs] He was really big into getting a gun and shooting a gun and this would turn me into
a man … And if I didn’t behave like he wanted me to or if I acted too feminine, he would take
me downstairs and try to beat it out of me. So I went into hiding.

However, even in hiding, Jen found “tactical” (de Certeau, 1984) ways to explore her
gender identity with the ready-to-hand technology in her media environment. In particular, she secretly experimented with video game characters:
Since I can remember, I escaped playing video games and once they started making games
where you can make or choose your own characters, I always was the girl. I’d play the girl
character and change my outﬁt. I would play the ‘Polly Pockets’ online thing. It was a toy
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back then and they had an online version where you could make a Polly Pocket and go
through their world … It was great because it was online and I could do it in hiding, and
no one could ever know anything.
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Crucially, this activity occurred beyond the watchful gaze of her father.
As Jen’s life circumstances changed, so did her media use. When Jen’s parents divorced,
she experienced the separation as liberation: “I was 14 and I was living with my mom. I
ﬁnally got to come out of hiding.” Permanently out of the house, Jen’s father no longer
imposed a looming, panoptic presence. Almost immediately, she began to research transgender issues online from the living room computer:
I started researching it on the internet … I went through a variety of terms because I mean I
saw people change sex when I was younger but I really didn’t know the terminology or anything. So I went to Wikipedia to learn about it. At ﬁrst I was like well maybe I am a cross
dresser, and I played around with that idea and researched it, but then I didn’t really feel I
was a cross dresser. So then I tried transgender on Wikipedia.

For Jen, the word “transgender” served as an almost magical portal into virtual worlds of
knowledge. She moved across various transgender themed websites, reading their bulletin
boards and soaking up their user-generated stories. She learned what it meant to “transition,” which generated further questions.
Well I wanted to know how long it takes for certain changes happen? If there is a day where I
feel really emotional, is that a normal part of hormone therapy? What surgeries are out there?
Where do you go to get them? How do you tell people you’re transgender? How do you deal
with public criticism? What should I know about laws and activism?

To answer these questions, Jen looked to the transgender blogs and forums of the internet,
as she casually asserts, “I learned all that stuff online.”
As Jen continued with her gender transition, she increasingly relied on the ready-tohand nature of the internet, progressively moving from consuming the virtual world to
getting more actively involved in it—using, manipulating, and queering it for her own
ends. She established a greater presence on social networking websites, using them as a
testing ground for identity.
I made fake MySpace and Facebook pages to project myself the way I felt … the inner me I
guess. I used the female name my parents would have given me if I was born a girl. I would
put up pictures of myself all dressed. At the very beginning, I started with fake pictures of
people I thought I should look like.

One of these pictures drew the attention of a young man, and an online relationship developed between them. As it grew more intimate, Jen was faced with the challenge of assimilating her virtual and actual identities.
There was one guy from Canada I talked to when I was about 16–17. I went from a fake
picture to a real picture of me, and I tried to make my real picture look like the fake one.
I bought color contacts, a wig, but he knew something wasn’t right. He was at ﬁrst determined that there was nothing wrong. But his friend was telling him there is no way in hell
it was the same person.

As their virtual interactions continued, Jen sensed her Canadian friend’s growing suspicion regarding her evolving online image. Consequently, she revealed her real appearance
and disclosed her transgender identity to him in an email.
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He kept wanting to meet me and I kept pushing it off. I don’t know how I pushed it off for
almost two years. I told him beforehand, and he said, “well I kind of ﬁgured but it’s okay.”
That was neat.

Soon after, the two began dating.
For a while, Jen made frequent trips to Canada to see him. During the visits, she was
able to explore her identity away from her hometown. Coupled with her online identity
experiments, the freedom of anonymity she felt in Canada facilitated her development
of a female self.
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When I got my license at 16 I would sneak to Canada and started dressing. I got comfortable
with it in Canada. I literally spent my summer up there with him. I’d come home for one day
and then shoot back up there. I grew up and it got to the point where I wanted to go to the
store and go out by myself.

However, for Jen’s boyfriend, who was concerned with the management of his own identity, her newfound desire for publicity was troubling. “He didn’t like that because he
thought maybe someone would be able to tell. He didn’t want me to meet his parents
or his friends. I became this big secret.” In transitioning more fully to the “real-world,”
the relationship crumbled, unable to survive the pressures and constraints placed upon it.
Growing up with the internet ready-to-hand helped Jen cultivate her ﬁrst long-term
relationship, and taught her important lessons about relationships and living in the world
as a transgender person. It also helped her secure long-term employment after she left
her ﬁrst job. Before her transition, Jen worked at Walmart and ran one of the most successful
“impulse departments” (those front of the store last minute purchase areas) in the Midwest.
Yet, upon transitioning, she no longer felt comfortable at work. Customers ridiculed her and
used the wrong pronoun, and store management was generally agnostic, even antagonistic
towards her. As a result, she left the company and began a small online business:
I do computer consulting and build websites. It’s really my passion … I started it so I could
afford to do whatever I needed to do, so I could transition. It was a distraction for me. It gave
me something to work towards. I dual enrolled in college so I could get the certiﬁcates I
needed and I eventually opened up the business … it let me buy a whole new wardrobe,
get laser hair removal, see therapists, get hormones.

Working in the virtual marketplace affords Jen a greater sense of agency over her professional life.
I am doing pretty good now … I want to run a good business and keep my values. If I want to
totally be “pinked out” I am going to be “pinked out.” I am going to keep it professional but I
will use certain colors and certain words that I like. I am running this.

Realizing she may never achieve the ﬁnancial success of her competitors, Jen nonetheless
refuses to, “merge myself into the conservative boys’ network, dull it down and raise my
prices.”
However, for her to run a proﬁtable business, other sacriﬁces and negotiations must be
made. In her interactions with clients, Jen has to carefully engage in virtual identity management, deploying both “transgender female” and “female” identities. She explains,
I run a business … I need the straight people too and the GLBT people. Plus too if I want to
get a job somewhere I think I need to keep it separate. Anything I do I just have to be very
careful. Some people can know, but just not everybody.
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Managing this dilemma, Jen conceals her transgender identity with some clients, and uses
it to her advantage with others.
She also uses this strategy in her everyday engagements online and in the “real” world.
“Whenever I do anything transgender related now, especially in public or even online,
unfortunately I have to put a shield up. I have to be ready. I sometimes have to use an
alias.” For example, while her current MySpace page identiﬁes her as female, she plans
on creating another:
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I am not out as trans. I also hide my friends. That way I can still be friends with transgender
people. However, I am going to use my transgender alias on MySpace too and completely
separate the two. I don’t know if some people would get mad at me. But, what’s wrong
with putting a different name up and using it when you do transgender things?

Growing up with the internet ready-to-hand, Jen has had to manage the new situational
and communicative dynamics of the virtual world, which include the presence of invisible
audiences, the absence of “spatial, social, and temporal boundaries,” and the collapsing
distinction between public and private space (boyd, 2010, p. 49). Indeed, everyone has
to manage these when venturing online. Yet, for Jen, the stakes are higher. For her, the
virtual world is central to surviving and thriving in everyday life, and the consequences
of her transgender status becoming known can be dire, even deadly.2 To remain professionally successful and safe online, she must devote an extraordinary amount of work,
time, and care into managing her self-identity. As she summarizes, “In a perfect world
we wouldn’t have to do that, but we don’t live in a perfect world.” In coming to terms
with this imperfect world, Jen has relied on the internet’s transgender “counterpublics”
and “care structures,” digital networks that make everyday life more manageable and
livable.

Counterpublics, care structures, and the management of everyday life
When Jen began transitioning, she had many questions, but no one in her immediate life
to provide answers. Therefore, she looked for assistance online:
I didn’t know what ﬁnger to put a ring on. That part of my childhood was cut off. So I had to
look that up. How to tie hair a certain way. Events going on. Everything! Susan’s was great for
that.

Created by and for the transgender community, Susan’s Place is an expansive online hub
offering news, information, communications tools, resources, and links for the transgender community—primarily transgender women. Its founder, Susan Larson, began hosting
the site on her workplace server in the mid-1990s after her favorite transgender chat site
was shut down. Initially a platform for chatting, over time the site has expanded its discursive architecture to offer news, political commentary, literary and visual arts, and a
variety of topical forums and wikis.
For Jen, Susan’s Place functioned as a “counterpublic” (Warner, 2002), a special kind of
public that caters to the marginalized and disenfranchised. According to Warner (2002), a
public is a self-organized group that revolves around discourse and communicative
exchange. It is created and maintained by members who have faith in its purpose and
whose active participation sustains it over time. In offering platforms for interpersonal
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association, publics can create new worlds, social relations, and forms of citizenship
and belonging that exist outside of the state and family. However, publics also have
distinct rules and boundaries, which can create social exclusions. They generate hierarchies of morality and value that often rely on conventional norms and dominant ideologies. As a result, in opposition to these more “dominant publics,” counterpublics are
formed, deﬁned “by their tension with a larger public” and an “awareness of [their]
subordinate status” (Warner, 2002, p. 56). As with all publics, counterpublics furnish
experiences of interactivity and belonging, and ﬁnd their expression in and through
media and communication. But they have alternative behavioral standards, communicative rules, and ideological norms. They create new opportunities for sexual and gendered citizenship, and provide discursive space for members to cultivate identity
(Warner, 2002).
Throughout her transition, Jen used Susan’s Place as a counterpublic, as a crucial readyto-hand resource. She learned about issues related to transgender language, hormone
treatments, surgery, law, and politics. When she could not ﬁnd what she needed, she
posted questions on the site’s forums and received almost instantaneous feedback.
She also responded to other members’ posts and began discussion threads of her own.
She recalls,
I got really active and involved [in Susan’s Place]. I always wanted to get involved with the
community, but couldn’t ﬁnd the right place. I was kind of scared away for a little bit. I came
to support group meetings and people were making fun of us when we would go out on an
outing or out to eat. They were putting us in special rooms away from the “normal people.”
Also, everyone was older than me. I was only 18–19, and there was all these old guys sitting
around. Then I found another support group where there were younger people and I thought
this was very cool, but then the drama set in. There was so much drama … I was just scared
away from it … Susan’s was not scary, I totally felt like I ﬁt in. I felt part of something and I
used it for everything. There were all the different [gender] categories, which I never knew
about. I also learned a lot about the issues.

Indeed as a counterpublic, Susan’s Place provided Jen with experiences of identity, belonging, and ideological afﬁliation. But the website also offered something else, something
subtle and less grand. It offered a structure of care and concern. As Jen remarks, “It
kind of felt like a second home.” Drawing from Heidegger’s (1962) Being and Time, Scannell (1996) argues it is “care” that represents “the speciﬁc mark of all possible and all actual
ways of human being in the world” (p. 144). As a fundamental resource of and for human
being, care can be organized, mobilized, and strategically deployed in and through what
Scannell (2014) refers to as a “care structure” (p. 17). Care structures are the intentional
and cumulative practices of human thought, effort, and creativity that produce something
purposeful and valuable. They are all over, but largely hidden in the function and design of
the objects we use every day. Their aim is to make things useable, safe, and reliable, to “let
us be ourselves and to be about our ordinary but always particular concerns in ways that
are essentially unproblematic” (Scannell, 2014, p. 25). Importantly, care structures not
only constitute technologies, but also underpin transgender lives and subjectivities. Due
to the marginality and precariousness of gender variance, living a transgender life requires
reliable structures of care and concern; structures that help to make the management of
everyday life possible. For example, Jen’s predecessors relied on the care structures of
transgender support and advocacy groups and their pamphlets, which helped them to
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“be themselves.” In the internet era, these structures have migrated online making them
more widely accessible to transgender individuals.
Susan’s Place is a care structure. It is a website made possible by the collective efforts of
the transgender people involved with it and their practices of care and concern. Its aim is
to help transgender people be themselves and unproblematically encounter the everyday
world. Susan’s Place is part of the network of care that makes Jen’s life as a transgender
woman possible. For example, it helped her solve one of her more pressing everyday problems: how to style and present herself, and where to ﬁnd affordable clothing. One night,
as she was pouring over the discussion forums on the website, she came across a post titled
“Shopping as a male-to-female on a Tight Budget.” The author of the post suggested that
for petite transgender women, shopping in the junior section of retailers was cost effective
because youth clothing is less expensive. Heeding the advice, the next day Jen visited the
discount retailer T.J. Maxx and will never forget the experience. She chose to shop in the
boy’s section of the store, explaining, “I really like t-shirts and boys t-shirts are so much
better.” Visiting the boys’ section as an adult transgender woman, Jen traverses boundaries
of age and (again) gender. And in this instance, she does so with pleasure.
During her childhood, shopping for clothes in the boys’ section was a distressing and
cognitively dissonant act. However, this time the experience was different. Jen shops on
her own terms, and she feels ediﬁed and empowered. So much so, that she shares the
moment with others on Susan’s Place. “It was so much fun. I bought three shirts, ran
home, and posted all about it on Susan’s.” This sharing is a deeply meaningful communicative act because it punctuates and preserves the shopping spree in virtual space. It stands
as evidence of Jen’s everyday accomplishment and signiﬁes the successful layering and
integration of her online and ofﬂine worlds. The accomplishment of this ordinary, everyday act is the result of the care structure that Susan’s Place creates and maintains.
Notably, as a transgender care structure, Susan’s Place has as its concern larger issues
such as gender reassignment surgery and political advocacy, but just as important is its
concern for the smaller, mundane issues that deﬁne everyday life such as clothes shopping.
Susan’s Place also provides a space for transgender individuals to manage the affective disruptions and quotidian annoyances of living everyday life as a transgender person. One of
Jen’s favorite discussion forums was titled “ARGHHH!,” a discursive space reserved for
personal rants and raves. The forum’s explanation reads, “This is a place to get it off
your chest. Problems or complaints? Here’s the place to air it out.” Titles of user posts
in the forum reveal the daily frustrations of transgender life, for example: “We have
that size in women’s—a female-to-male shoe-buyer’s rant”; “Great Damn Day Today”;
and “How do I deal with hateful coworkers that I’m forced to work with everyday!!”
For Jen, this in-group space was essential:
[Susan’s] has a spot for if you were having a really bad time you could totally just go on about
how unfair things were, be as negative as you want, and be on your way, back to being fabulous. I posted there … and read them all the time.

As a care structure that paid attention to the smaller, routine issues of transgender life,
“ARGHHH!” allowed Jen to vent her frustrations, to come home after a bad day, put
on comfortable clothes, and complain to a captive audience. It was a safe space, and
did not make her feel threatened and vulnerable as she did when going out to dinner in
public with members of the support group. The forum was also reliable. For Jen, who
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was facing gender transition along with all the other uncertainties of young adult life, and
for whom the everyday world was often precarious, the forum’s constancy and dependability was one of its most important features. It was always “there” as a ready-to-hand
resource, a home base to which she could always return. Importantly, it reminded her
that other people like her were, at the same time, managing the tumult of everyday life.
She was comforted by this sense of collectivity. Finally, the “ARGHHH!” forum harbored
a restorative function, for after engaging with the space, Jen went “back to being fabulous.”
In this way, Jen’s involvement and investment in the care structures of the virtual world
changed her life for the better. But, “doing it all online” also comes at a cost.
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When technology slips from hand
Although Jen talks about her online experiences in generally positive, taken-for-granted
ways, the full story is far more complicated. Online technology was not always readyto-hand for Jen. It was often present-to-hand, slippery and unstable, and replicated the
kinds of injustices and cruelty present in the ‘actual’ world. Living in the industrial
Midwest during the Great Recession, Jen and her mother struggled ﬁnancially. They
could hardly afford to pay rent for the small two-bedroom apartment they shared. Jen’s
mother worked two part-time jobs, and when money was tight, the ﬁrst luxuries to go
were cable and internet services. As a result, Jen’s access to high-speed internet was inconsistent. Sometimes, she would visit the local LGBT community center to access the internet
—taking two buses and walking 20 minutes to get there. Once Jen was online, she had to
take extra precautions to carefully manage her identity to remain safe.
Recently, her virtual identity management was tested. A few months before our interview, Jen began helping a speech therapist make instructional YouTube videos for transgender women looking to alter their voice. She served as a “voice model.” Making sure to
cover her identity, Jen used a pseudonym in the video and, as she says, “dressed way older
than I normally do.” She also assumed that the audience for the videos would be small,
given that they were produced for other transgender women: a narrow niche. However,
soon after the ﬁrst video was posted, she began receiving what she calls “sketchy
emails” from a college classmate,
He wrote to me and said, “Hey. I saw a familiar face on YouTube.” And I had to say, “I don’t
know who that could be.” … The emails didn’t stop. It was scary ‘cause he wouldn’t stop harassing me about being trans.

This experience scared Jen to such an extent that she has since stopped making the
YouTube videos.
Lack of internet access and risk to one’s safety are just a couple of the complications that
transgender individuals face when “doing it all online.” Others include the roadblocks and
exclusions created by the architecture and design of online environments. At the time Jen
was using them, MySpace and Facebook did not have options for individuals looking to
claim transgender and gender variant identities on user proﬁles. Since then, Facebook
has changed this, allowing users to customize their gender and claim gender variant identities. However, the site still requires “authentic” names—names that have to be veriﬁed
via certain institutional forms of identiﬁcation such as a driver’s license or library card.
The policy is problematic in that it shifts the authority over one’s name from transgender
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individuals to institutions, many of which do not recognize transgender identities as legitimate or hold a hostile posture toward transgender people. In addition to institutional
authorities, the policy also grants undue inﬂuence over one’s name to other Facebook
users, who have the power to report the use of “false” names to Facebook administrators
who can then deactivate user proﬁles (sometimes permanently). Moreover, the accused
never learns the identity of their accusers. In fact, under this policy, a transgender
employee working at Facebook named Zip was kicked off the site for not using an “authentic” name (Zip, 2015). This occurred even though the name Zip used on the website
proﬁle was the same one used every day while working at Facebook. Even more, Zip
was the employee who initiated the site’s gender customization feature. With surprise
and frustration, Zip noted, “My name is only real enough to work at Facebook, not to
use on the site” (Zip, 2015).
These are the challenges and triumphs, the costs and beneﬁts, of “doing it all online” for
transgender individuals like Jen. With online technologies ready-to-hand, she invests in
the counterpublics and care structures of the internet, ﬁnding community, crafting identity, and managing the large and small concerns of everyday life. However, using online
technologies as everyday life resources comes at a cost. The cost to Jen was compromised
anonymity and safety, but for her it was relatively low and worth paying. For others,
however, the case will be different. As transgender individuals continue to migrate to
the counterpublics and care structures of the internet, the task for researchers will be to
discern and continually revise what it means to “do it all online.”

Notes
1. Certainly there were more cultural sites of transgender visibility, but a comprehensive history of
transgender representation is beyond the scope of this article.
2. Studies conducted by the National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (NCAVP) conclude
that violence against transgender people is alarmingly high. Of all LGBTQ homicides in
2013, 72% were transgender women and 67% were transgender women of color. Transgender
individuals were also seven times more likely to experience physical violence when dealing
with law enforcement than the general population. The study is titled “Lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer, and HIV-affected hate violence in 2013: A report from the National
Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (2014 Release Edition)” and can be found at http://
www.avp.org/resources/avp-resources/315
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